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John Manasso is the author of "A Season of Loss, A Lifetime of Forgiveness: The Dan Snyder and Dany 
Heatley Story" and freelances for NHL.com. He also worked for the website of the Atlanta Falcons as the 
team's beat writer for the 2009 season.

Perhaps when Keith Benson steps on a basketball court, he sees the science and math behind the trajectory of a shot so he can block it more easily.

Or maybe he appreciates what went into the exterior architecture of an arena before he steps inside.

The Hawks’ second-round pick – they traded away their first-rounder in the Kirk Hinrich deal – graduated with a degree in integrative studies, which included classes 

in architecture and art. He might not be the most gifted player physically, but his attributes between his ears could be his best asset.

“Certainly, that helps when you talk about putting in things, and will he be able to pick it up and how fast will he be able to pick it up,” Hawks coach Larry Drew said. 

“This kid is a very intelligent and, as I mentioned, other things we checked out on him really checked out well. We were really surprised that he was there at (pick 

No.) 48. We really didn’t think he would be there. Surprisingly, we’re happy he was.”

During his studies, the 6-foot-11, 230-pound forward out of Oakland University in Michigan took physics and calculus, among others, along his way to his degree. Yet 

as his success in basketball blossomed and a career in the NBA seemed a reasonable probability, Benson never took his eye off the ball, so to speak, in terms of his 

studies. He graduated early in the summer of 2010 and took classes during his redshirt senior year.

It was important to his family, which has strong roots in Atlanta educational institutions. His grandfather attended Morehouse and his mother attended Spellman. 

Other college-educated family members include his father Keith Sr., who played basketball at Jackson State; and two uncles, one of whom, Manny Leaks, played in 

the NBA and ABA.

“Getting the degree was always important in my family,” said Benson, who said he graduated with a 2.8 grade-point average. “So last year I tried to get, that and 

that was a big goal for me and my family. There’s a lot of college graduates. I was focused on that. Basketball as well, but . . .”

The basketball worked out pretty well, too. Coming out of the powerhouse high school program at Detroit Country Day, where one of his coaches was the brother of 

former NBA'er Chris Webber, Benson didn’t get much in the way of scholarship offers from major college programs. One offer came from Fairfield University in 

Connecticut, which fell through when the program went through a coaching change. Another came from Oakland. So Benson elected to stay close to home.

Benson said he didn’t get much in the way of offers because of a star-studded high school lineup that sent numerous players to Division I schools. He had a hard 

time finding playing time. Plus, he was skinny and relatively young, entering college at 17.

“I had to mature a little bit,” Benson said.

By the end of his collegiate career, he averaged 17.9 points, 10.1 rebounds and 3.6 blocks – good enough to earn him status as an All-American honorable mention 

as a senior for the second straight season. He turned himself into a pro prospect.

Benson had said he thought he would go late in the first round or early in the second round of the draft. Perhaps the unexpected number of European players 

pushed him backward.

One thing Benson will have to work on is his body. Benson said he thinks he needs to add 15 or 20 pounds. He might have to begin to work on his weight-training 

regimen without the help of the Hawks’ staff if the league goes into lockout mode when its current collective bargaining agreement expires at the end of the month.

“Yeah, we got to put a little meat on his bones,” Drew said. “He’s wiry, but he’s stronger than what he looks. But, yeah, we’ll put a little weight on him and get him a 

little stronger. He has a pretty solid base. But to play on this level, certainly, you’ve got to be stronger.”

Drew sees promise for Benson as a shot-blocker. Benson's wingspan of 7-feet-4.

If you ask Benson the strengths of his game, the description comes off sounding like a scaled-down version of Hawks All-Star center Al Horford.

“I think my athleticism, being able to run the floor, shot block,” he said. “I can score in the post, and I can also be a pick-and-pop-type player, so I think that will 

translate.”

Given the chance, Benson seems like the kind of player who can make himself into a productive NBA player. Second-round picks tend to be long shots.
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In discussing with the media what he hoped to get out of the pick before the draft, Hawks general manager Rick Sund used the term “journeyman” in a positive way, 

citing former Hawks player Maurice Evans as a positive example.

Maybe Benson can be that or more. But he’ll have to use his brains. 
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